
Mental Powers   Inherited / Blood  

Do you Roll 1d6

have the +1 for exceptional Int, Wis, or Char

gift? 6 = Yes!

How Roll 1d6

strong +1 for exceptional Int, Wis, or Char

is it? this is your power Rank

What are First, decide to pick your power(s), or, for a one-time +2 to your Rank, 

your roll then randomly.

Powers? Then, decide whether to split your Ranks into 1, 2, or  3 different powers.
To randomly determine, for each power:

Roll 1d6
+1 for exceptional Int, Wis, or Char

What does You must pay your total power Ranks x 100 in experience points every level

it cost you? You must choose a visual trait that marks you as having the gift 

Rank Everything hinges on your rank in a power, from how often you can use it 
to what it actually does.  The chart below shows how often you'll be able to use a power of a particular 
rank, how long you can sustain the effect, and at what range.

Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6

frequency Session Day Hour

      times per 1 2 1 2 1 2

duration of effect 1 round 2 rounds 3 rounds

range in yards 10 20 30 40 50 60

Straining You can use your power more often, at the risk of weakening them permanently.

For example, if you have a rank of 4 in telekinesis and want to use it a third time in the 
same game day, use it as normal, then roll a save.  If you fail your save, you are now a 
rank 3 telekineticist forever.  Continued straining can lead to a complete loss of powers.



Inherited Mental Powers
1.  Astral Projection You can perform out-of-body travel after meditating for one hour.  Doing 
so leaves your material body helpless and vulnerable.  You can visit other planes, or anywhere on your 
world you can reach within the 1 hour per Power Rank time limit.  Your astral body travels at your Int x 
10 miles per hour.  

2.  Object Reading By handling something you can know who touched it and what 
happened to it as far back as your Rank allows.  

Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6

age of reading possible turns hours days weeks months years

3.  Precognition You have visions of future events. 

Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6

time from the present years months weeks days hours turns

4.  Clairvoyance You have the ability to sense beyond the normal human range.  You can 
extend all the senses of and below your rank as you choose.  
 

Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6

sense you can extend touch hearing sight

5.  ESP You can communicate with the minds of others.  
 

Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6

you can read emotions & desires thoughts & send thoughts

6.  Hypnosis You can bring people under your power and plant suggestions that will 
remain potent for a week per Rank level.  

7.  Telekinesis You can move things with your mind. 

Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6

weight affected in stones 1 2 3 4 5 6

8.  Fire starting You can start fires with your mind.  Takes one round to ignite.  

Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6

material you can light kindling normal fuels non-fuels


